Biopython: freely available Python tools for computational molecular biology and bioinformatics
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ABSTRACT

Summary: The Biopython project is a mature open source international collaboration of volunteer developers, providing Python libraries for a wide range of bioinformatics problems. Biopython includes modules for reading and writing different sequence file formats and multiple sequence alignments, dealing with 3D macromolecular structures, interacting with common tools such as BLAST, ClustalW, and EMBOSS, accessing key online databases, as well as providing numerical methods for statistical learning.

Availability: Biopython is freely available, with documentation and source code, at www.biopython.org under the Biopython license.

Contact: All queries should be directed to the Biopython mailing lists, see www.biopython.org/wiki/Mailing_lists.

1 INTRODUCTION

Python (www.python.org) and Biopython are freely available open source tools, available for all the major operating systems. Python is a very high-level programming language, in widespread commercial and academic use. It features an easy to learn syntax, object-oriented programming capabilities, and a wide array of libraries. Python can interface to optimised code written in C, C++, or even FORTRAN, and together with the Numerical Python project numpy (Oliphant, 2006), makes a good choice for scientific programming (Oliphant, 2007). Python has even been used in the numerically demanding field of molecular dynamics (Hinsen, 2000). There are also high quality plotting libraries such as matplotlib (matplotlib.sourceforge.net) available.

Since its founding in 1999 (Chapman and Chang, 2000), Biopython has grown into a large collection of modules, described briefly below, intended for computational biology or bioinformatics programmers to use in scripts or incorporate into their own software. Our website lists over 100 publications using or citing Biopython.

The Open Bioinformatics Foundation (OBF, www.open-bio.org) hosts our website, source code repository, bug tracking database, and email mailing lists, and also supports the related BioPerl (Stajich et al., 2002), BioJava (Holland et al., 2008), BioRuby (www.bioruby.org), and BioSQL (www.biosql.org) projects.

2 BIOPYTHON FEATURES

The Seq object is Biopython’s core sequence representation. It behaves very much like a Python string but with the addition of an alphabet (allowing explicit declaration of a protein sequence for example) and some key biologically relevant methods. For example,

```python
>>> from Bio.Seq import Seq
>>> from Bio.Alphabet import generic_dna
>>> gene = Seq("ATGAAAGCAGATTTTCGTACTG"
... "AAAGGTGGGTGGCCGCACTTGA",
... generic_dna)
>>> gene.translate()  # translation
"MKAIFVLKMWRT"  # translation
```

Sequence annotation is represented using SeqRecord objects which augment a Seq object with properties such as the record name, identifier and description, and space for additional key/value
3 CONCLUSIONS

Biopython is a large open-source API used in both bioinformatics software development and in everyday scripts for common bioinformatics tasks. The homepage www.biopython.org provides access to the source code, documentation, and mailing lists. The features described herein are only a subset, potential users should refer to the tutorial and API documentation for further information.
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